10 SIGNS THEY MIGHT BE THE ONE
1. They encourage healthy friendships: Though your dating
relationship may be great, they understand you cannot & should not be
each other’s all-in-all. They enjoy time with your family & each of you is
okay with the other spending time with friends.

2. They honor mutual sexual boundaries: You have discussed
your sexual boundaries & they do not pressure you to cross that line. You
want to protect each other from any hurt that would result.

3. They encourage your relationship with God: God is first in
their lives & they encourage the same for you. Church services, serving in
the community, personal devotions, prayer is an ongoing part of their life &
even without you, they would choose to keep it that way.

4. They build you up/you feel stronger: They are in your
corner. They make you stronger & encourage great character traits in any
challenge or situation. They are a best friend who can tell you the truth in
love.

5. Good Communication: You are able to have tough conversations
& respectful disagreements. When there is anger or disappointment, you
both know how to listen, forgive & heal the relationship. On the flip side,
you are able to dream & inspire each other in a wonderful, childlike way
since we will only open our souls to someone we can truly trust.

6. They are grateful/kind toward those who serve them:
They are grateful & encouraging to the waitress, grocery clerk, coffee
barista, etc. If something needs to be corrected, they are able to be
respectful & courteous. It is very important to note how they treat their mom
&/or dad too. The people who give love on a regular basis are to be
respected even when they might disagree.

7. They encourage your growth; education, hobbies, etc:
They are proud of your accomplishments & wins. They cheer you on to
grow, expand & achieve milestone goals. This shows security & capacity to
want your very best since they do not need to “outshine you.”

8. You enjoy “doing nothing special” together: Time
together doesn’t need to involve elaborate plans or great expense.
Sometimes, the simpler & more ordinary activities are your favorite
because it allows quality attention to how your personalities mesh. Plus,
real life is not a roller coaster. The best relationships enjoy their mate in the
good times as well as in the bad.

9. They exhibit self-control: They lean toward moderation in life:
with money, food, alcohol, etc, they are secure, not needing to fill a black
hole of emotional need or hurt. Even with emotions, they are generally
“temperate.” Though all can go through emotional upheaval from time to
time, they want to approach emotions in the healthiest possible way.

10. They make you laugh & vice versa: Though looks may
fade & riches may come & go, a great sense of humor never gets old.
Someone who can warm your heart with laughter—through the good & the
bad--is a true treasure. Sweetness & a great sense of humor just get sexier
with time!
(Read 1 Cor. 13)

